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Abstract

As technologyscalingenables the integrationof many millionsof de
vices on a single IC die, conventional design flows, which treat logic
synthesisand physicaldesign separately,exhibit an inability to achieve
timing closure. Timingclosure problems occur when timing estimates
computed during logic synthesis do not match with timing estimates
computed from the layoutof the circuit. In such a situation, logic syn
thesis and layout synthesis are iterated until the estimates match. The
number of such iterations is becoming larger as technology scales.
Timing closure problems occur mainly due to the difficulty in accu
rately predicting interconnect delay during logic synthesis.

In this paper, we present an algorithm that integrates technology
dependent logic synthesis and global placement to address the timing
closure problem. We introduce technology decomposition and tech
nology mapping algorithms that interleave their logic operations with
incremental and global placement, in order to maintain a consistent
placement while the algorithm is run. We show that by integrating
logic synthesis and placement, we avoid the need to predict intercon
nect delay during logic synthesis. We demonstrate that our scheme
significantly enhances the predictability of wire delays, thereby solv
ing the timing closure problem. This is the main result of our paper.
Our results also show that our algorithms result in a significant reduc
tion in interconnect delay.

1 Introduction and Previous Work

In conventional logic synthesis, the literal count of a circuit is min
imized. While the literal count is a good indication of the number
of nets in a circuit, it cannot be used to estimate the wire-length of a
net. For this purpose, wire-load models are typically used. A wire-
load model is a function that estimates the wire-length of a net given
the number of pins on the net. Since no placement information is
available during traditional logic synthesis, this estimate is not very
accurate. Typically, different wire-load models are used for differ
ent circuits depending upon the circuit size and the fabrication pro
cess targeted for the circuit. However, wire-load models underesti
mate the wire-lengths of many nets. This is because the length of a
net is estimated using only the number of pins connected to that net.
To demonstrate this, we took industry2, a large circuit from the 1990
MCNC Layout Synthesis Benchmark circuits, and ran GORDIAN [8]
and DOMINO [2] on it. We use GORDIAN to do global placement
and DOMINO to do detailed placement. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot
of the actual length of all nets in indu5try2 (shown by the "+" marks)
super-imposed with the estimated length of these nets (shown as a dot

'This work was supported in part by SRC-[)C-683.

ted line) using the wire-load model of Table2. The x-axis represents
the number of pins connected to a net and the y-axis represents the
length of the net in microns. As seen from this figure, a largenum
ber of net lengths are underestimated. This is especially true for nets
connecting a few pins. Asa result, conventional logicsynthesis would
underestimate the delayof thesenets. If thereareonlya fewsuchnets,
thenthe likelihood of quicktiming convergence is higher. However, if
there are many such nets, then the number of iterationscan be largeor
the iterations may not convergeat all, which is often called the Timing
Closure problem. For laiger circuits, the numberof nets underesti
matedby the wire-load model can only get larger, henceaggravating
the timing closure problem.

IndustfyZ*

^ tooo
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Figure1: Actualwire lengthvs estimatedwire lengthusingwire-load
model shown in Table 2.

Although therehavebeen previous effortsto integratelogicsynthe
sis andplacement, onlyShenoy et a/ [14]have specifically attempted
to addressthe timingclosureproblem. In their work, they introduce a
step betweenlogic synthesis and global placement that iteratively im
provesthe designby eliminating the maximum capacitance violations
within the design. Our work is orthogonal to theirs since it couples
logic synthesis and global placement. A number of approaches that
integratelogic synthesisand placementhavebeen proposed in the con
text of minimizing the parasitic delay of a circuit. Pedram and Bhat
in [12] proposeda layoutdriventechnology mapping scheme. While
performing logicsynthesis, a companion placement is maintained and
the positions of nodes are used to estimate the wire-lengths of nets.
The estimated length is then used as part of the cost function in the
technology mapping step. The work of [12] is geared towards mini
mizing circuit delay,whereas the goal of our work is to solve the Tim
ing Closure problem. Another significant difference is that in [12],
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different net models are used for global and incremental placement.
In our work, we attempt to minimize the perturbation of the place
ment during logic operations by utilizing the same net models and
algorithms for both global and incremental placement. This results in
better delay and area characteristics for our algorithm. While [12] re
ported an area overhead while performing delay mapping, we obtain
an 19% average area reduction instead. Pedram and Bhat in [11] pro
posed a layout driven technology independent optimization procedure
(unlikeour work, where we focus on technologydependent optimiza
tion). Again, a companion placement is maintained and the positions
of Boolean nodes are used to drive kernel extraction and elimination

algorithms. Lou, et al [10] presented an approach that integrates tech
nology mapping and linear placement. This approach uses channel
density as a cost function, and therefore only works when 2 routing
layers are available. There have also been numerous approaches that
restructure logic after placement like [17] and [9]. These are funda
mentallydifferentfromour worksincewe coupletechnologymapping
and global placement.

Figure I essentially shows that it is difficult if not imfwssibleto es
timate the length of a net during traditional logic synthesis. Wethere
fore propose an approach which integrates logicsynthesis and global
placement so that the estimationof net lengthsis not requiredat all.
In particular, we look into the integration of technology mapping and
global placement, using efficient placement models and algorithms.
Webelieve that the key to the integrationof logic synthesis and place
ment lies in the ability to performincremental placement throughout
the integrated optimization procedure suchthat at anypointin the al
gorithm, the placement closely mimics the final placement. Using
global and incremental placement algorithms that have the same net
model and basic algorithms, we carefully interleave technology de
composition and technology mapping with placement such that the
placementsolution is perturbed minimally throughoutthe logic oper
ations.

In this work, we show that the TimingClosureproblem occurs due
to the difficulty in estimatingnet lengthsduring logic synthesis (as an
example, we demonstrate the ineffectiveness of the wire-load model,
which is widely used to estimatewire-length during logic synthesis).
The main contribution of this work is to successfully integrate a state-
of-the-art global placement algorithm with SIS algorithms for mini
mizingarea plus wire-length anddelaycost functions. In this manner,
we minimize Timing Closureproblems. In addition, we show that on
average, the circuit delay is reduced by usingour technique. In case
we perform delay mapping, we obtain an average area reduction of
19%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de
scribe the technology and wire-load model used in this paper. In Sec
tion 3, we describe the incrementaland global placement algorithms
used. We describe in detail the integrationof technology decomposi
tionandtechnology mapping withplacement algorithms in Section 4.
In this section, we describe integratedalgorithmswith area plus wire-
length anddelay cost functions. We show ourexperimental results in
Section 5. Finally, wedescribe future work andconclude inSection 6.

2 Technology and Net Models

2.1 Technology Parameters

Forthis paper, weuse the0.1pm "strawman" process technology de
veloped by Khatri andMehrotra [7]. Table 1shows theparameters for

this 0.1pm technology (for metal layers 1, 2, 3, and 4). Also listed
in the table are the resistance per square and capacitance per micron
(of a minimum-width wire). The capacitance value is the sum of the
line-to-line (lateral) capacitance and the capacitance of a line to layers
above and below it. These capacitances were obtained by using a 3-D
parasitic extractor called Space3D [18].

Table 1; "Strawman" process parameters for 0.1pm technology.

Process (pm) 0.1

Vdd(V) 1.2

Leff (nm) 50

hx (nm) 3

# Metal Layers 8

H(pm) 0.26

W (pm) 0.13

Ml-2 space (pm) 0.13

tins (Mm) 0.32

r{Sl/a) 0.085

c{fF/pm) 0.07412

H(pm) 1.0

W (pm) 0.5

M3^ space (pm) 0.5

tins (Mm) 0.90

r{Q/Q) 0.0224

c{fF/pm) 0.0543

Gate CeffifF) 14

Er 2

2.2 Wire-Load Model

To account for interconnect during logic synthesis, wire-load models
are conventionally used. Basedon the numberof pins connected to
any net, a wire-load model returns the estimated wire-length of that
net (net length). The wire-load model usedin thispaperis shown in
Figure 2. The wire-length of an n-pinnet is computed as mn timesthe
estimated wire-length of a 2-pin net.

Table 2: Wire-Load Model

rt-pin Multiplier (,m„)

2 1

3 3

4 7

5 11

6 15

7 19

8 22

9 25

10 27

For any netwith more than 10pins, themodel follows a straight line
with a slope of 1.6. We estimated thelength ofa2-pin netstatistically.
We placed the four largest designs from the 1990 and 1992 MCNC
Layout Synthesis benchmark circuits (industry2, industry3, avq.small,
andavq.large) using GORDIAN andDOMINO. We assumed thatall



2-pin nets are routed with their minimum length, i.e. the Manhattan
distance between the two pins on the nets. We then compute the av
erage length of all 2-pin nets over the four circuits and use it as the
estimated length of a 2-pin net for the wire-load model of Table 2.
This wire-length was determined to be 34.77/xm.

Regardlessof the specific wire-load model utilized, the basic prob
lem with a logic synthesis methodology that depends on such statis
tical information to estimate wire delays is that it is prone to inaccu
racies. Therefore there is a large probability that delay estimates ex
tracted from the layoutwould be different from those generated during
logic synthesis, using a wire-load model.

23 Net Model

Before the actual routing is performed, the topologies of nets are not
known and need to be estimated in order to compute the delay of the
circuit. In this paper, the topology of a net is estimated by a steiner
tree. For efficiency reasons, the center of gravity of all the cells con
nected to the net is estimated to be the steiner point. An example is
shown in Figure 2. In this figure, p is the steiner point. The length of
this net is estimated to be the sum of all the net segments. With this
topology model, the Elmore delay [4] is used to estimate the delay of
the net. Each segment is modeled as a n-circuit, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Topology model of a net.
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Figure 3: Delay model of a net.

3 Placement

For the placement of Boolean nodes in our scheme, we used the
"Kraftwerk" global placement algorithm developed by Eisenmann [3].
In our approach, we integrate this algorithm into our logic synthesis
tool, SIS [13]. Here we briefly describe how this algorithm works. In

general, quadraticplacement algorithms consistof two phases: solv
ing thequadratic programming problem and spreading the cellsapart
to minimize overlaps [3] [16]. Theformerphaseis similaracrossdif
ferent quadratic placement algorithms. Allnetsareusually modeled as
cliques to create a placement graph. The objective is to minimize the
sum of the squares of the length of all edges in the placementgraph.
The formulation reduces to solving the linear equation Ax = b. The
distinguishing part among variousquadratic placement algorithms is
usually the spreading phase. In [3], the spreading apart of nodes is
achievedby introducingadditional forces iteratively. In each iteration,
every cell is subjected to an attracting force from every point in the
space which is not occupied by a cell. With this main idea, the authors
formulate and solve the additional forces mathematically. The result
of adding these forces is a new right-hand-sidevector.The net effectof
this is that cells that are closest to an open space are likely to be pulled
in to occupy that space. The important benefit of this approach over
other quadratic placement algorithms is that it can be used in an in
cremental manner because only the b vector changes when additional
forces are added. The algorithm can then continue spreading the cells
apart until minimum overlap is achieved. We believe that the key re
quirement of integratinglogic synthesis and placement is the ability to
maintain a similar placement throughout logic optimization. The in
cremental nature of this quadratic programming based algorithm helps
fulfill this requirement.

In practice, we cannot repeat the placement of all nodes in the
Boolean network for every logic operation and cost function while
our algorithm performs its computation. This would result in exces
sive run time. For cost computation, and when the Boolean network is
minimally perturbed, we incrementally place the affected nodes. The
requirement we place on the incremental placement is that the incre
mental placement results during logic operations and the final place
ment result are similar. To achieve this, the net model and algorithm
used for the incremental placement need to be the same as those used
in the global placement algorithm. Since we use a quadratic global
placement tool for the final placement, we incrementally place nodes
by formulating this problem as a quadratic programming problem as
well. Because the net model used in the quadratic global placement
tool is the clique model, we use the same clique model in our incre
mental placement algorithm. The clique model is illustrated in Hg-
ure 4. Let node n shown in Figure 4(a) be a new node, generated
during logic synthesis optimizations. Let the positions of all its fanin
and fanout nodes be known. We first model all fanin and fanout nets

of n as cliques. The corresponding placement graph is shown in Fig
ure 4(b). The quadratic programming problem is then formulated on
this incremental placement graph. Since node n is the only node with
out a position, the problem can be solved in constant time.

(a) (b)
Figure 4: Incremental placement.



The idea of performing incremental placement with the same
quadratic placement formulation and same net model as the global
placement algorithm is a contribution of this work. Our results show
that this results in a significant reduction in interconnect delay, while
solving the timing closure problem as well.

4 Technology Dependent Optimization

Logic synthesis is typically divided into two optimization steps, tech
nology independent optimization and technology dependent optimiza
tion [13]. In this paper, we address technology dependent optimiza
tions. The technology dependent optimizations we cover in this work
are: technology decomposition and technology mapping. Technol
ogy decomposition is the processof decomposing a Booleannetwork
(representing the circuit to be implemented) into primitive gates, e.g.
2-input NOR gates and inverters. During technologymapping, the de
composedBooleannetwork(whichconsistsof only primitivegates) is
mapped into library gates.

4.1 Technology Decomposition

Our placement-aware technology decomposition algorithm decom
poses a Boolean network using primitive gates, in a manner that min
imizes wire-lengths in the decomposed network. The algorithmcon
sists of the following steps:

1. We first invoke the global placement algorithmto find the posi
tions of all nodes in the original Boolean network.

2. Next we decompose every Boolean node N of the original
network into AND nodes (corresponding to each cube of the
Boolean node N) and an OR node with all the AND nodes as
its fanins. After all the nodes of the original network have been
decomposedin this manner,we compute the positionsof the new
AND and OR nodes by invoking the global placement algorithm.
Let the AND nodes be called and let the OR
node be called Nm- Here, the cardinality of the sum-of-products
cover representing the logic function of N is m.

3. For each AND or OR node n € {No,N\,'--,Nm} with fanins
FI = {fi ,/2,... ,fic}, wedecompose n into n' with fanins NI =
|/Ji ,/J2, •••."ft]}. where fi €FI. After such adecomposition
step, each node nj e NI is z. 2-input AND or OR node with a
pair of nodes in FI as its fanins. We call this decomposition a
two-step decomposition.

Theobjective of the two-stepdecomposition processis tochoose
a pair of fanins for each nj, so as to minimize the total wire-
length of all the nets connected to the outputs of NI and FI,
where the positions of nodes NI are computed utilizing the in
cremental placement algorithm. We call this problemthefanin
ordering problem.

Figure 5 illustrates this process. In this figure, all nodes are
drawn to scale. Figure 5(a) shows a node N in the origi
nal Boolean network being decomposed. Figure 5(b) shows
the decomposition of N into ANDand OR nodes as described
in step 2. The logic function computed by the node N is
/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 + /9/10- Figure 5(c), shows node Nq before
two-step decomposition. For consistency in notation, n is also
used to refer to Nqin Figure 5(c). The result of two step decom
position is shown in Figure 5(d). The fanin ordering problem

essentially aims to find a two-step decomposition of the nodes in
Figure 5(c) such that the sum of wire-lengths of all wires in the
resulting decomposition (Figure 5(d)) is minimized.

At the end of this step, not all nodes are 2-input nodes. For
example,node n' in Figure 5(d) has 4 fanins.

4. After all AND and OR nodes in the network have been de

composed using the two-step decomposition method, we run the
global placement algorithm to update all node positions.

5. We then iterate steps 3 and 4 over all Boolean nodes of the net
work until all nodes have at most two fanins.

6. Finally, we run global placement on the resulting network of
primitive gates. The reason for running the global placement
at this stage is to legalize the resulting incremental placement.
Since the core algorithm and net model of both the incremental
algorithm and the global placement algorithm are the same, the
resulting placement is minimally perturbed.

In addition to the invocations of the global placement algorithm
described above, we additionally invoke global placement at most P
times (where P is a user defined variable) during the technologyde
composition algorithm. This is to ensure that our incremental place
ment runs utilize accuratenode placement informationat all times. We
experimented withseveral valuesof P, and foundthat P = 10resulted
a good trade-off between run-time and circuit optimality.

Sincemanynodesare createdduringtechnology decomposition, all
nodes are treated as points during global placement. This is handled
by assigning a fixed size cell for everynode in the network. This size
is scaled according to the numberof nodes in the network such that
the total area matches the available placement area. This results in
minimum overlap throughouttechnology decomposition.

Theorem 4.1 Thefanin ordering decision problem is NP-complete.

Proof; In the decision problem, we ask the question if a decomposi
tion whose total wire length is less than a constant B exists. The prob
lem is clearly in P becausewe can compute the total wire lengthgiven
a decomposition. Let nij be thenew node obtained by pairing f € FI
and fj e FI. The position of n/y can becomputed using incremental
placement as described above. Letd{fi,fj) be the cost of pairing f
andfj. Thecostd{fi,fj) is thesumofthelength ofnetsf, fj, andnij.
We performreduction from the clustering problem [5]. Let the finite
set X of the clusteringproblembe the set of nodes FI. Let the distance
between any pair (xi,xj) of X bed{fi,fj) as described above. Then
it iseasy to see that there exists apartition ofXinto [|] disjoint sets
such that the total distance is < B iff there is a decomposition whose
total wire length is < B. •

Since the fanin ordering problem is a hard problem, we utilize
heuristics to solve it. The two heuristics that we use are angle or
dering andfurthest-pair ordering. In both heuristics, we look for a
linear order FIs = [fsy ,/j2, • •,/n) of FI. Then nodes NI arecreated
by pairing nodes in FIs in this linear order.

In angle ordering, we traverse the fanins of node n in a counter
clockwise direction to form a circular order. The two consecutive

faninsin this traversal that are furthestapart in termsof lineardistance
form theend points of the final linear order. Theremaining nodes are
ordered in the counter clockwise manner. For the example shown in



n = No n = No

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: TechnologyDecompositionand Fanin Ordering Problem.
(d)

Figure 5(c), the counter clockwise traversal gives the following cir
cular order: (/i,/2,/3,/4,/5,/6,/7,/8,/i, ")- The two consecutive
fanins that are furthest apart in terms of linear distance are /] and f%.
Hence these two nodes form the two end points of the linear order, and
this linear order is therefore (/i The angle de
composition of the example of Figure 5(c) is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Angle Ordering Solution.

Infurthest pair ordering, we iteratively pair fanin nodes (i.e. nodes
in Ft) until there are no more nodes to pair. In each iteration, we first
find the fanin yy € F/ that is furthest away from node n in terms of
lineardistance. Wethenpairnode// withthe fanin nodefg 6 F/ that
is closest to ff in terms of lineardistance. Nodes fj andfg form the
inputs to a new 2-input node in NI. The result of furthest pair ordering
for the example given in Figure 5(c) is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Furthest Pair Solution.

For each node, we perform technology decomposition using both
the angle order and the furthest pair order and compute the cost of

each order in terms of total net lengths. The cost of an order is the
sum of the length of the fanin nets and the new nets (i.e. the total
length of the nets in Figures 7 and 6).

4.2 Technology Mapping

After technology decomposition, the original Boolean network is
transformed into a network consisting exclusively of primitive gates.
This network is called the subject graph. The gates in the library are
also decomposed using the same primitive gates, and each such de
composed gate is calleda pattern graph. Technology mapping is the
process of coveringthe subject graph with the pattern graphs while
minimizing anobjective function. Forareaminimization, theobjective
function is the total area of the mapped circuit. For delay minimiza
tion, the objective function is the total delay of the mappedcircuit.
If the subject graph is a tree, technologymapping with the objective
function of area minimization can be solved optimally using dynamic
programming [6].

We describe our area and delay minimization algorithmsbelow:

4.2.1 Area and Wire-Length Minimization

In our approach, we decompose the subject graph into trees and use
dynamicprogranuning to solve it. The dynamicprogranuning based
algorithm consists of two steps: the forward propagation step to com
pute the costof a best matchand to store it on thenode,and theback
ward tracing step to construct the match.

The forward propagation step traverses the treesin topological order
fromprimary inputstoprimaryoutputssuchthatoptimum matches for
all fanins of a node n are found before a match for n is found. Let a

match m at a node n use a gate g from the library. Also let be the
newnode for match m. Let FI = {f\,/2,... ,fk} be the fanins of
We recursively define the fanin wire cost wi{nm) of match m as the
total length of the fanin nets of nm plus the fanin wire cost of all its
fanins. Formally, wi{nm) = S/ef/w/(ny;.)-f/(/i/^), where n/j is the
node of the best match at f and /(«/) is the length of its net. Note
that net n/. is a two-terminal net, since the network being mapped
consists of primitivegates which are 2-input gates, and we operate on
tree decompositions of this network. Essentially, w/(nm) is the total
wire length of all nets in the mapped circuit rooted at node nm-

Similarly, we recursively define the area cost a{ni) of matchm as
the area of g plus the total area of all its fanin matches. The total



cost c(m) of matchm is then the weighted sum of the area cost of m
and the sum of the fanin wire cost of m plus the length of net n, or
c(m) = a{m)+ a(w/(wi)+ /(n)). wherea is a user-defined weighting
variable.

Figure 8 illustrates these definitions. The fanin wire cost of match
m is the sum of the wire lengths of nets wj, W2, W3, and the fanin wire
costs of the matches of f\, fz, and /s. The area cost of match m is the
sum of the area of g and the area costs of the matches for /i, fi, h-

match m usinr fc It

Figure 8: Definition of Cost Elements.

Inorder to compute the cost of a match, the positionof the new node
corresponding to the match needs to be computed (i.e. the node which
shown in the dotted line in Figure 8). As in technology decomposition,
we could re-run global placement on all nodes in the design (including
the new node). However, this is too time consuming and so we use the
incremental placement algorithm described in Section 3 to estimate
the position of the new node.

Even though the incremental placement algorithm uses the same
net model and the same quadratic placement based formulation as the
global placement algorithm, after a certain number of nodes have been
matched, the global placement algorithm is run on the entire circuit.
Just as in technology decomposition, the user defined parameter ^
is used here. During the whole technology mapping algorithm, the
global placement algorithm is called at most ^ times. All other exe
cutions of the placement algorithm during technology mapping are in
incremental mode.

During technology mapping, not all nodes are mapped in gen
eral when calling global placement. The unmapped nodes are prim
itive nodes; NAND/NOR and inverters. Before calling global place
ment, NAND/NOR and inverter nodes are temporarily mapped into
NAND/NOR and inverter gates in the library. The temporarily mapped
network is then placed. As in technology decomposition, all cells are
scaled to match available placement area to minimize overlap.

4,2,2 Delay Minimization

For delay minimization, we integrate the delay mapping algorithm de
veloped by K. J. Singh [IS] with global placement. Like area mini
mization, this algorithm decomposes the subject graph into trees and
use dynamic progranuning to find a good mapping.

Unlike the conventional area minimization algorithm, the dynamic
programming approach is not guaranteed to produce an optimum so
lution. The reason is that the arrival time of a cell is a function of

not only the arrival time its fanin cells, but also the load due to its
fanout cells. Hence, the optimality condition of a dynamic program
ming algorithm cannot be met. A good solution can be approximated
by estimating the load due to its fanout cells in the forward propaga
tion step. Singh has improved this algorithm by intelligently storing a
set of matches as opposed to a single match for each node in the for
ward propagation step. The set of matches is stored in the form of a
piece wise linear function. During the backward tracing step, the load
is known and a match can be found by evaluating the piece wise linear

function stored in the node. For detail of this algorithm, we refer the
readers to his thesis [15].

In our work, we interleave Singh's approach with the incremen
tal/globalplacement algorithm that has been describedearlier.

5 Experimental Results

The librarywe use is the MSUstandardcell library[13]. Wemodified
the library based on resistances and capacitances obtained from SPICE
characterizations (using the OA pan process technology described in
Section 2). We use DOMINO [2] as our detail placement tool. Routing
is done using the WARP [1] router from CADENCE. Although our
0.1^ technology has as many as 8 layers of metal, we only use 4 layers
for signal routing purposes. We assume all other layers are used for
routing of power and global signals. In all our experiments, we use the
interconnect delay model shown in Figure 3.

The experimental setup is as follows. For area and wire-length min
imization, we ran area optimization on our benchmark circuits using
script.rugged in SIS [13]. Then we performed technology decompo
sition and technology mapping using SIS and the proposed scheme.
Since we decompose our subject graph into trees before technology
mapping, we compare our results with the corresponding algorithm in
SIS. The parameters a and ^ used in the experiments are 0.1 and 10 re
spectively. For delay minimization, we ran delay optimization on our
circuits using script.delay in SIS [15] and using our proposed scheme.
The SIS algorithms we compared our work against utilized the same
options as were utilized by our algorithm.

Since we address the timing closure problem, we first show (in Ta
ble 3) the delay of the circuits using the wire-load model of Section 2
and the actual delay of these circuits obtained after detail routing. This
experiment illustrates the severity of the timing closure problem using
traditional logic synthesis. The total delay is the delay of the critical
path, and interconnect delay is the total delay including wire delay mi
nus the total delay excluding wire delay. In this table, a negative num
ber means that the actual number is smaller than the estimated one. As

seen from this table, the wire-load model (the columns labeled "Wire")

over-estimates the actual delay in some cases and under-estimates it in
others. For the example dalu, the error in the estimated interconnect
delay is as high as 57% and the error in the estimated total delay is
11%. The average error in the estimated interconnect delay is 29.0%
and the average error in the estimated total delay is 4%. These aver
ages are computed using the absolute values of the errors of all circuits.
For the proposed approach (the colunms labeled "PILS"), except for
dalu, the estimated interconnect delay is small and the estimated total
delay is within 1% of the actual delay. This tables shows the effective
ness of our integrated approach.

Table 4 reports the delay comparison between technology mapping
minimizing area using SIS versus our approach (the column labeled
"PILS"). In addition to the advantage of not having to estimate net
lengths (and thereby solving the Timing Closure problem as shown in
Table 3), our scheme exhibits a significant reduction in interconnect
delay as seen from Table 4. For the example dalu, this translates into a
29% reduction in total delay. Using our scheme, the average reduction
in interconnect delay is 17.7%, and the average reduction in total delay
is 5.2%.

The improvement in interconnect delay of our method is accom
panied by a small penalty in active area, as shown in Table 5. The
average penalty in active area is 3.5%.



Table 3: Estimated delay vs actual delay using wire-load model and
our approach.

Name

Interconnect Delay Total Delay
Wire PILS Wire PILS

CI908 -4% 0% 0% 0%

C2670 8% -2% 1% 0%

C3540 26% 2% 3% 0%

C432 41% -6% 5% -1%

C499 -3% -8% 0% -1%

C880 -52% -4% -3% 0%

b9 -29% 0% -2% 0%

dalu 57% -34% 11% -8%

k2 44% 0% 7% 0%

Ave 29% 6% 4% 1%

Table 4: Area and wire-length minimization.

Name

Interconnect Delay (ps) Total Delay (ps)
SIS PILS Change SIS PILS Change

C1908 107 88 -21% 1353 1303 -4%

C2670 158 134 -18% 1451 1393 -4%

C3540 309 199 -56% 2209 1938 -12%

C432 160 171 7% 1563 1613 3%

C499 66 64 -4% 868 948 9%

C6288 319 347 8% 4981 4646 -7%

C880 118 99 -19% 1732 1564 -10%

b9 33 27 -23% 312 306 -2%

dalu 547 354 -55% 2486 1764 -29%

k2 183 191 5% 1154 1182 2%

Ave - -
-17.7% - - -5.2%

Table 5: Area ofarea and wire-length minimization (in p?)

Name SIS PILS Change

CI908 59.33 61.40 3%

C2670 78.62 83.58 6%

C3540 148.44 157.42 6%

C432 23.33 23.73 2%

C499 58.18 56.39 -3%

C6288 368.58 359.25 -3%

C880 47.58 50.52 6%

b9 15.26 14.98 -2%

dalu 107.83 118.48 10%

k2 132.60 138.70 5%

rot 81.56 87.72 8%

Ave - -
3.5%

Table 6 shows the delay comparison between technology mapping
minimizing delay using SIS versus our approach. Again, we achieve
a significant reduction in interconnect delay and total delay. Table 7
showsthe areacomparison of SIS andour delayminimization scheme.
As seenfromthis table,we achieve significant reduction in areain ad
ditionto thedelayreduction seenfromTable 6. We savean average of
19%in area. So, in addition to minimizing Timing Closure problems,
ouralgorithm isabletoreduce total circuit delay aswell astotal circuit
area.

Table 6: Delay minimization.

Name

Interconnect Delay (ps) Total Delay (ps)
SIS PILS Change SIS PILS Change

C1908 183 164 -11% I4I9 1391 -2%

C2670 258 230 -11% 1937 I8I1 -6%

C3540 452 385 -15% 2603 2243 -14%

C432 165 132 -20% 1607 1408 -12%

C499 61 66 8% 830 806 -3%

C6288 280 299 7% 3720 3559 -4%

C880 108 90 -16% 1194 981 -18%

b9 24 17 -30% 361 299 -17%

dalu 618 524 -15% 2589 2277 -12%

k2 389 304 -22% 1283 1211 -6%

rot 97 104 8% 806 942 17%

Ave - - -10.6% - - -7.1%

Table 7: Area of delay minimization, (in

Name SIS PILS Change

C1908 139.16 113.30 -19%

C2670 188.87 133.17 -29%

C3540 281.55 223.83 -20%

C432 38.94 36.00 -8%

C499 85.31 66.76 -22%

C6288 707.67 607.10 -14%

C880 88.70 72.40 -18%

b9 22.92 19.30 -16%

dalu 254.76 197.28 -23%

k2 353.89 273.25 -23%

rot 144.98 120.38 -17%

Ave - -
-19%

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In thispaper, we have presented anapproach thataddresses thetiming
closure problem in IC design. Our approach integrates the technol
ogy mapping stepof logicsynthesis withplacement. Webelieve that
success in integrating logic synthesisand placement is dependent on
the ability to maintain a consistent placement during logic synthesis
which closely approximates the final placement. Weusedincremental
and global placement algorithms to achieve this goal.

We have introduced technology decomposition and technology
mapping algorithms using this integrated flow. We attempt to mini-



mize a weighted function of area and wire length while interleaving
incremental and global placementwith logic operations. We also im
plemented a delay minimization algorithm.

The benefits of our approach are:
• The main result of our paper is the demonstrationof a significant

reduction in Timing Closure problems. Timing closure results in tra
ditional logicsynthesisunderestimating interconnectdelay by 29%on
average. Our scheme reduces this error to 6%.

• Both incremental and global placement algorithms utilize the
samecore placement algorithm, and the same net model. This helps
maintain a consistent placement during logic operations.

• Additionally, our scheme results in average reductions of about
17.7% in interconnect delay, and about 5.2% in total circuit delay for
area and wire-length minimization. This is accompanied by an area
penalty of 3.5%.

• For delay minimization algorithm, we achieve an averagereduc
tion of about 10.6% in interconnect delay, and about 7.1% in total
circuit delay. In addition to this, we gain about 19% in area.

Based on the promising results of this paper, we intend to extend
the current approach to include technology independentoptimization
as well.
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